Introduction
In our twelve years experience helping small businesses make
wise and commercially focussed web choices, Tibus have
experienced no lack of ambition, no lack of budget and no lack
of interest from our clients. We perceive an understanding
amongst small business that the internet is of crucial
importance. The glue which ties ambition to achievement is
direction, and the right direction will allow businesses to join
up their online ambitions with their wider business strategy.
In short, companies want to know that they will get the maximum
financial return for the their online efforts.
This document seeks to answer the key questions which will
enable you to do this. We hope you find it worthwhile and would
welcome your feedback and comments.

GARETH DUNLOP
Managing Director
October 2008
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1. Know Your Customers
A consultant wouldn’t be a consultant if he didn’t start his
recommendations with Know Your Customers! Knowing customers is
doubly important online, as you cannot see them, hear them, or
perceive their body language. Many of the mechanisms which we
use to sense of the mood of our customers aren’t available
online, so we must make sure we provide information which our
customers want to hear.
Your online customer does NOT look like the lady on the left...

...but like the gentleman on the right.
They are not lying in the hammock, waiting to sit up and be
wowed by flashy graphics and gimmicky pages.
YOUR CUSTOMER IS IMPATIENT CURIOUS UNTRUSTING
INFORMED CYNCICAL POWERFUL MARKETING-PROOF
We make the most shockingly lazy assumptions about our customers
and what they want online. We don’t know what they want online
until we ask them. Often what they want and what we think they
want are totally different.
Only by listening to them, asking them for their priorities, and
building a site around them will you implement a successful web
strategy.
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2. Get Your Priorities Right
CONTENT is what your customers come to you site for. They
decide to buy from you (or not), contact you (or not), consider
you for a contract (or not) based entirely on the information
they receive on your site.
In his 1943 paper “A Theory of Human Motivation”, Abraham Maslow
argued that to fulfil ones potential, a human needed to have the
foundational elements in life addressed, and that only when
physical survival was assured, safety and belonging were
attained, and self esteem was protected could a human truly
achieve.

It’s exactly the same on the web, but with different building
blocks.
IF YOU DON’T UNDERSTAND THE FUNDAMENTALS OF WHAT
YOUR CUSTOMERS WANT YOU’RE NOT EVEN IN THE GAME
In short Nielsen argues that until you have quick download, easy
navigation, relevant content and regular updates you will never
fulfil your potential on the web. We would go further, and
argue that those four facets are the price of entry, if you
don’t have those it doesn’t matter what you do have as it will
be ineffectual. Make sure the time you invest in easy
navigation, relevant content and regular updates reflects their
central importance to your customers.
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3. Build for the rule not the exception
Like all businesses you will have good customers and bad
customers. Your core customer provide the majority of your
profit, complain little, and their needs match your services
neatly. Your website must reflect this.
DO NOT INCONVENIENCE THE MAJORITY TO APPEASE THE MINORITY
If you consider the web as the world’s biggest self service
environment, surely it could learn from the offline king of self
service, McDonald’s? They are under pressure because of their
unhealthy menu and much of their marketing focuses on salads,
coffees and juices. However go into their store, and look
behind the guy in the counter and what do you see?

The same stuff you’ve always seen! Why? Because McDonald’s
know that this is still what the majority of their customers
want.
Cut the waffle out of your website. Acknowledge that if you try
to be all things to all people you will be nothing to anyone.
Focus on your core customers and serve their needs and questions
beyond all others.
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4. Facilitate the Journey
We are used to being in control of the message. Our radio ads,
TV ads, and corporate brochures are delivered when we want and
how we want. However when our customers come to our website
they read our content in their style on their terms.
WE ARE NO LONGER IN CHARGE OF THE MESSAGE
Consider how we absorb the news. On TV, with News at Ten the
program producer has decided within the 24 minutes, how long
will be devoted to each story.

Contrast that with online, if I choose not to read the main
story on the BBC.co.uk website, no only does it show me the
story I want, but there is no reference to any other headlines
on the page, all of the content, all of the links, all of the
next steps are based around what I as the customer have
illustrated I want.
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5. Believe in the Basics
Web design and development is not the wild west any more. 15
years sine the web’s invention we know way more now about how
people interact with websites then we did then. We know that
it’s not cool if a customer is looking for a menu along the top
that it’s placed at the bottom. It is not a sign of creativity
that the search box isn’t on the top right but on the bottom
left. It’s not trendy when you click a link and it surprises
you because it’s a link to a PDF which takes 15 minutes to
download.
DON’T TRY TO BE COOL YOU WERE NEVER COOL GET OVER IT

Some basics include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Keep menus consistent throughout
Minimise outbound links in body text
Let your links change colour
Don’t underline words which aren’t links
Write black text on a white background
Or write black text on a pastel background
Either way remember your customers are there to READ
Don’t surprise your customer with links
Get rid of the Reset button from everywhere
PDFs should only be used when print is the next step
Avoid dropdown menus
Ensure your links don’t have the phrase “click here”
Pop Up windows are evil
Let the customer leave if they want
Always show the way home
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6. Embrace Usability and Accessibility
The good people of the Worldwide Web Consortium have provided
guidelines to help developers author sites which do not exclude
those with disability.

USABLE SITES ARE COMMERCIALLY SUCCESSFUL SITES
People groups with the following kinds of impairment should not
be excluded from your website:
•

Visual – blind, colour blind and partially sighted

•

Hearing – deaf, partially hearing

•

Cognitive disorders

•

Physical disorder

•

Seizure disorder

By being simple to use, well written, high contrast, clearly
structured, easy to navigate with no content exclusively
delivered via one medium, you can ensure that your site excludes
no one. In addition websites which adhere to these standards
tend to perform better in search engines.
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7. Avoid Pretentious Design
Do not choose your website design like you choose a pair of
curtain, i.e. you like the style and colour. Choose a design
which shows off your content and reinforces what makes your
organisation unique.
Have a look at the newspapers on the left hand side. Their
design is identical but you would never make the mistake of
saying the Irish Times is the same as the Guardian or that the
Scotsman is the same as Irish Examiner. The newspapers
understand that their uniqueness lies not in their design but in
their content and imagery.

The same principle also applies in the online world. Note how
the sites on the right side of the illustration have their logo
in the same place, search box broadly in the same area, have a
dominant home page image, have navigation either along the top
or along the left. In short, a best practice design has emerged
which is what people expect when they come to your site. Your
site is one of 120,000,000 on the web and your customers don’t
expect to relearn navigation when they get to it.
IMITATE BY ARCHITECTURE DIFFERENTIATE BY CONTENT
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8. Build for Search
How you plan to promote your site on search engines, and the
keywords which you plan to perform well with must be an integral
part of the design and build process.

Once live you should ensure your site gives you full control
over headings, keywords, title, site map and meta information
moving forward.
BUILD SEARCH ENGINE OPTIMISATION INTO THE HEART OF YOUR WEBSITE
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9. Measure Correctly
It is essential that you can answer the question “has our web
time and money investment been worth it?” That answer can only
be partially answered by talking about hits, page impressions
and user sessions. You must join up technical performance with
financial performance, to ground your web strategy in commercial
reality.
GOOD STATISTICS ALLOW US TO MAKE DECISIONS AND TAKE ACTION
We are obsessed by big numbers. We quote “hits” because even
though it’s the most meaningless number available, it’s the
biggest. Like Doctor Evil asking for his four hundred trillion
trillion dollars we’re just trying to sound important. And like
the Doctor, we just appear silly.

If Austin Powers was in charge of your web traffic he would be
encouraging you to measure what administrative efficiencies your
web activity has brought to your business, how many new sales
leads came through your site, how much you sold through your ecommerce store, how many people filled in the contact form.
These are meaningful metrics which allow you to act.
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10. Say No to Me Me Me Me Me!
If you have a website which your CEO loves, your Marketing
Director can’t stop talking about, your COO boasts about on the
golf course and makes your competitors jealous, then it almost
definitely sucks. It’s not for them! Your CEO should love your
site because it impacts her bottom line, not because it’s
pretty. Avoid building a site which is shrine to your business.
What personality does your website have?

•

A Comical Ali website makes claims which are clearly
incorrect and which leaves you with no credibility and no
customers.

•

A Paris Hilton website is one which is pretty to look at
but which has no discernable purpose for existence.

•

A Hyacinth Bouquet website is one which insists on showing
your around before letting you in, with needless welcome
messages and obvious statements.

•

A Mrs Doyle website will impact your bottom line, making
tea, preparing sandwiches and scrubbing floors. It always
asks the customer “what can I do for you?”

Make sure your website is a Mrs Doyle website!
ENSURE YOUR WEBSITE IS ANSWERING QUESTIONS
WHICH YOUR CUSTOMERS ARE ACTUALLY ASKING
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